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13. OVERIJ.D' MBILITY OF THE FORCES IN THE CA.,ADIA EW!ROMtM T

IbI'aODUCTIO:;

I. A review of Canadian activities In the field of development of

military vehicles reveals a relatively low rata of success in

producing equipment to meet the needs of the Forces. The reasons

for failure vary from project to project and include economic,

financial and managerial factors coupled with & tendency to pursue

too far the fulfillment of unrealistic operational requirements.

A highly significant factor comm to all development projects has

been the absence of a sound technological base from which to embark

on the development process.

2. This deficiency has been observed f-on time to. time and, in certain

projects, development of basic technology was undertaken In parallel

with the equipment development program. As my be expected these

parallel programs rarely succeeded becauee the output from the

basic development was not available In time to iufluence tha equip-

met development project.

3. Past failures have generated an antipathy tovards equipment develop-

ment prograos and this is expressed in the resolve to buy the

vehicles needed by the Force to meet its various couittments from

commercial or foreign sources. This procedure has considerable

validity in the short term, in the long term, however, it may prove

both costly and inefficient to the point of danger. There is

... 12
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no assurance that, in the process of manufocturing vehicles for

comerc 1.1 users. Canadian Industry will develop a technology

which viii enable them to meet the needs of the Canadian Forces. The

traditional foreign suppliers are concerned primarily with the needs

of their indigenous forces who operate in a very different physical

environment from that found in Canada and will tend to optimize designs

to meet their national requirements rather than those of the Canadian

V Forces. To ensure an acceptable degree of operational mobility In

the Canadian environment the Canadian Forces must develop a technology

which will enable equipment suppliers to provide vehicles to met

their requirements.

4. The provision of , capability for mobility in the Canadian environ-

meat involves particularly difficult problems. There is very little

equipment available from any source and the technology is incomplete

and scattered. This applies particularly in the case of smaller

vehicles.

5. There Is an interplay between requirements and technology in that

the existence of a requirement stimulates technological advaice

and technological advance stiu'lates the development of require-

nents. This study le concerned with the development of technology.

While this is obviously closely related to the development of the

equipment to which it relates it has the broader aim of prcmoting

an understanding of the technology by users and engineers alike

so chat the process of fornulating requirements and specifications,

evaluating equipment and conducting or influencing development

activities may be soundly based.

*1
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1. The requirements of the Canadian Forces for equipment to provide

as acceptable degree of over land mobility are determined by the

roles of the force. These are set out In various official documents

and Include:

g a. operations in support of the U20O alliance-.

b. operations to maintain nat ional sovereignty, and

C. operat ions In support of MI peace "eeIng activities.

*2. This study Its concerned primarily vi technology for equipment for

maintaining national sovereignty sad for operations In support of

rthe 01*10 northern flank. In Its role in support of. HUlO operations

I In central Kurojre "here the Force operates In a relatively conven-

tional fashion the equipment necessary to provide the required degree

of mobility Is probably best obtained from those allies which have

.1a sila operational requirements coupled with very muchk larger

I quantitative requirements. There will be some exceptions from
this general case where the balance between the primary and secondary

Iroles of the co-operating forces is widely different and these mu t

be considered in a case by case basis.

3. The conduct of lani operations within Canada and on the NATO flank

* "in Norwray imposes a set of operating conditions which are entirely

Idifferent from those In Central Europe. In general the nobility

* of vehicles designed for operation In temperate zones diminishes



athe scene of operat ions Is shif ted smorthverds in Consd". It

drops to neartweo In the treelme region and rise&s omewhat again

to the barrena There are, howverr m massive obittacles Is the

barren lands which severely restrict mobility of any type of ever-

* land vehicle.

*4. It appears, therefore, that If the Canadian forces are to be

- -. capable of coudu-cting sustained operations of zompoey groups or

larger over an area stretching from about 200 miles south of the

treelise and northwards to the limits of Canadian sovereignty

vehicles designed specifically for operation in this environment

will be required.

15. There are iciP countries which have similar requirements. Sweden
has an abundance of heavily timbered terrain 1. which conditions

-. *are similar to some areas of eastern aid western Canada. The Soviet

* Union has vast areas in which conditions are similar to those in

I North-central Canaa and the United States has a limited Interest

ft centred principally in the Vercers Arctic where rather specialised

conditions prevail, None of these countries Is likely to afford

* Ia very fruitful source of technology directly applicable to the
* Canad l~n problem and If the Canadian Forces vant to achieve mobility

I In the Canadian sorth they are going to have to provide their own
,d technology and very probably their own equipment.

6. While It Is possible to state the requirement for mobility in the

geographic area In general terms there Is difficulty In producing
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a specific statement in toes of terrain and vehicle parameters

which viii form the basi of concept farsulation and evaluation.

It is -.lear that Vithout such a descriptive system the process

of design and development viii remain an arbitrary mid expensive

cut sad try process vith the reasons for success or failure freq-

metly masked by extraneous factors. The starting point therefore

for any systematic technology base -at be the definition of mobil-

aiy requirements. Uben this is done the examination of factors

Influencing mobility may be commenced.

7. Implicit in the concept of developing a technology base is the .

eamination of the existing "State of art" and the Institution of

activity to bring it to the level required. The 'state of art'

in so far as it exists takes the form of published literature and

data and is normally gathered together in libraries or data banks.

A "state of art' data base is the essential compenent of a tech-

n -ology base and to some extent the ter e are synonymous. -It follows

that a 'state of art' data base mst be establisaId early In the

development of a technology base.

B. Canada possesses an active off road vehicle industry which pro-

vides equipment for comercial use in northern regions. The industry

produces a range of vehicles which bave not shown a very marked

development over the past twenty years and there Is little Indication

that the industry is oriented to new product development. Its

potential to meet military requirements needs to be established.

..



9. Any program designed to nable the Canadia orceo to achieve

mobility in the Canadian enviroament mut first establish the

mobility requirement and then define a state of Mrt data base.

A proram of work to augment the data base must Ut worked out

and the ability of Industry to assist mast be determined.

AR

v def ine a program to provide the technology base required by the Can-

adian Forces to achieve mobility in the Canadian envirooment.

". .1
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1. The activities involved a the typical vehicle developeent pro-

[ cows are set out in fig 1. The diagram expands the steps betvees

* I the formaltLon of the operatioul requiremet end the selection

of a concept and tods to coapress the activities beyond this

peut. This has boen dome to eaphalse the Importance ei the

early stages of the process and avoid unecessary complicatiso

SIa the display.

2. The o2eratiosal 9 3uirenmt

The process starts with the definition of an operational. require-

Iseat which ets out the characteristics of the equipment as visual-

lad by the uscr and explains its application. Typical of opera-

I tional requireents for vehicles In the category under consideration

I is that for the Wedium Marginal Terrain Vehicle for the 1980's (1MMV 80)

OL),vhich states In parc; "A high desree of mobility over all types

of marginal terrain including deep snov, sand, umskeg, swemp. rock

strew soil and ares of light tree cover Is essential. faphasis

I in dusign. hbwaver, vlcater for conditions which are most prevalent,1 inter and mer. in areas of the Canadian North and orth Nomw-

-. The chicle mst show a marked inprovement over current

I ilitary vehicles in slope cliabing, slope traversing and deep

snow performance.

4 18
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3. This statement. in broad and very geeerai qualitative ferms my,

w ell be a fair reflection of the desires of the operational usat

of the eqApment, it is" however, insufficiently precie to form the

basis of either a development program or a program to determine the

suitability of candidate vehicles. S

4. Deflinz Parazeters

The first step which uust be taken Is to identify the terrain

and related performance parameters In precise and unambiguous

terms which can be understood and agreed by users, emgineering

staffs and development agencies. The parameters when Identified

must be suitable for embodiment In the specification which will

be used to control the development and/or evaluation of concepts

or candidate equipment. -P

5. The problem is essentially that of establishing a means of com-

.munication so that users, D0 engineering and test staffs and

potential contractors are able to comunicate in a single precise

language which is clearly understood by all. This say appear to

be a somewbat simplistic statement, however, the discussion which

took place at the bidders coaference on the tMMl 80 ard problems

with development projects in several cou-tries amply illustrate the

difficulties which arise from failure to express the requirements

in a manner which can be understood by development contraccors.

0../9
a-
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An oveall1 operationgal scenario Is assumed to have existed and

to have bees used is drafting the operational requirement. 2Me

terrain and performance parameters which have hes developed specify

the detailed requirements for the equipment aol a oerl" of mision

profiles covering spec ific operations in lImiting and sub. .ASlt la

conditions Is required to provide the framswork of the concept

ealuation process. The Sissios profiles should emerge naturally

lrow the operational requirement sad are used both. at the concept

evaluation stage and later during test and evalnation. They should,

in fact, form the basis of the user trials to be conucted later

in the development program.

7. lid Packae.

The performance, terrain, nobility and other pertinent parameters,

together with the minsion profiles are important elements of the .-

bid package which Is passed to potential development contractors.

From this Informat ion and other technical data the contractor fcro.-

ulates his approach to the problem.

8. Concept Formulation

The response of potential development contractors-to the bid

* package -is normally in the form of a design concept or concepts

accompanied by the supporting data called up In the bid package.

The detail contained in the concept and the extent and validity

of the supporting data may be expected to vary considerably between
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contractors and may depend upon whether or inL the concept form-

1 ulation phase Is funded. The conceptual proposa, however, mt

contain all the information which Is required in the concept

evaluation stage.

9. In formulating the concept the contractor mst define the for. of

the vehicle and make a preliminary selection of componets to

be used in the development process. Apart from the specification

of certain Items of hardware or minor compoments which my be

contained in the bid package In the Interests of standardization

this is the first point In the process at which hardware 1

.i specified.

10. Concept Evaluation and Trade Offs

The aim of the process to this point has been to produce equipment

concepts which may be evaluated against the zequirements and ranked

in order of merit. There Is a wide range of parameters which mst

i ~~e considered In this process and colporgtve analysis off these ,'

zuty be conducted by the use of matrices for each contributing factor

or group of factorspsupporced by mathematical modelling where

appropriate. The credibility of such analyses depends upon the

validity of the input and a critical review of each contractor*

* proposal is essential.

11. The ev.ilustion techniques must allow the input of trade off criteria

in the fields of cost and performance and assessment of the impact

U of these on candidate ranking.

. 3 .. . .l



12. The win thrust of the present study is i the area of mbility

and It is essential that the input from the contractors in this
• .°

area takes a form which will allow comparionm by amalytical mema

and aFpraisal of the impact of trade offa.

13. Design Analysis and Component Development

SThe selection of a conceptCs) for development is me on the basis

of the concept evaluation. The compoment selection durifg the

concept formulation Is based upon a projection of state of art

as it will exist following further development. The first step

in the development process is the conduct of a detailed design

analysis and the .formtlation of a component development activity

to reahse the projected state of arc improvement. There is obviousI feed back from this analysis into the concept evaluation process.

14. Test and Evaluation

The prototype vehicles which are built during the development are

.the expression of the concept in tern of practical hardware. Tests

are conducted to determine, among other things, the performance

I of the prototypes. It is essential that t in designing the test "-

program and selecting the test facilities the environment created'

is that defined in the missi-s profiles and specified in the bid

Jpackage, modified if necessary by experience gained during concept

evaluation and development. The evaluation of test results should

compare predicted performance with that realised and explain differ-

ences. A decision on acceptance or rejection or further development

I..1 .-
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I to mode on the basis of these deliberations.

1 15. Data Baink

j ~i is1 obvious that throughout the development process there Is

need to refer to prior kowledge and this is typified by the

I examples of data bank Input In Fig 1. The data ublch Is used

may be broadly classifiled as comms knowldgsps typifiled by the-

action of a simple wheel rolling an bard payement 1@r state of art

I as typified by the action of a pair of oblate wheels driving In

weak soil. It Is unwise to believe that comma imoviedge embraces

I any significant'state of art information and the existence of a

g data bank from which state of art Information on any aspect of

the devi-opuent program may be easily withdrawn. is vital to success.

16. Discussion

A simplified overview of the development process has -bees presented.

I It should be noted that the process of concept evaluation may be

*1 applied to existing hardware offered against knwn military require-

mens. The application of such an evaluation should be mandatory

I before a decision to buy and try* is taken.

P17. The component selection and development activities have been high-

I lighted because component development canand does sexist as a
separate activity. For this activity to provide the best value

Ifor money and effort, howeer, It is necessary that It be con-

ducted writhin the framework of a predetermined vehicle concept.
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18. Considerat ion of the developmet process reveals a seed for:

a. a means for def ining terrain characteristics and

* vehicle parameters so that perforance of a concept,-

my be predicted,

* Ib. a knowledge of the ability and potent"il of Canadian

Industry to participate in the development process,

c. a readily accessible data base bearing on all aspects

Iof state of art In vehicle design, and

d. a standardised test environment compatible with the

I terrain parameters defined is the requirements deE in-

I ition stage.*

These will be discussed later In the study.



T1hAIN CLASIFICATtON AND MOILMT PR)CION-

1. There is a need ln the process of developmeut or evaluation of

veltcles desigmed for high mobIlIty to define the terrain char-

I acterlstics in a form which vil allow the prediction of the mob-

Slity of a conceptual design.

2. Great difficulty hes bees experienced in arriving at am agreed

definition of mobility and many groups of experts have derived

hndred of hours of Iimocnt enjoyment cut of manipulative emnetics

seeklatz a definition. There is nw general agreement that the -.

maxlcm speed made good by a vehicle betveen two points In a given

terrain is a suitable measure of its intrinsic mobility in that

situation. (2).The factors whirh emerge from this definition as

governing nobility are:

a. the environment created by the terraln,

I b. the design characteristics of the vehWcleg and,

c. the mission to be accomplished.

- 3. It is to be noted that these same characteristics emerge from other

" definitions of mobility and any system of comparing or evaluating

the performance of vehicles must therefore provide for a means of

- estimating or measuring the success of the vehicle in performing

the mission in the environment created by the terrain. It should

also desirably reveal the design features which limit or inhibit

the completion of the mission.

115
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4. There are three principal systems of terrain clasificatiom

(or aescription) and vehicle oblity prediction in use at

present. They are:

a. correlative systems,

b. the US developed ANC 71 and AM 75 mability models, and

,. the Swedish system.

* 5. Correlative Systems -.

* ,In this system the performance of a vehicle Is specified or seasured

by comparison with that of a standard vehicle in the designated

terrain. As a general rule qualitative terms are used to define '

both vehicle and terrain and a typical specification might state:

"The vehicle shall have a performance in deep sow equai to that

of --- (the standard vehicle)." On the surface this seems a I'

relatively simple definition and one which can be easily verified.

A patch of soft snow is found and the candidate vehicle together

with the standard are tested and a suitable parameter is measured

to define performance; this could be speed, draw bar pull, manoeuver-

ability etc. Similar tests say be conducted in other terrain types

and a performance matrix established. Problems arise when thetS

performance required is "better than that of - " and In this case

the selection and measurement of performance parameters becomes

critical.

6. The system has the major disadvantage of failing to provide

designers with specific guidance. To create and validate their

concepts they must attempt to identify the characteristics which

... 116
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Control the performance of the Standard vehicle and try to eWWa

of better these in their concept. The evaluation of the concept

celies os the sawn technique but probably involves, different people

mbe weigh the characteristics. of the vehicles differently. The

process thus becomes dominated by opinion which my persist thmrough

the prototype performance test.

7. There Is very little usable feed back from test and evaluation

because the reasons for the performance of the standard vehicle

~e probably not clear in the first case and the reasons for

oss or failure of the test vehicle are even lose apparent.

i. s there can be no validation oftecncp ni the prototype

tobitadtse h prudentdelor ostoflwth

*~.form of the standard vehicle particularly as vehicle form appears

*to have a significant ef fect on performance. imprvements there-

fore are restricted to component design and advance In state of

art tends to be slow.

9. h7IC 71, A.'?! 75 MOBILITY -40DELS (2)

These art analytical models developed In the United States for

the computerized evaluation of the mobility of ground mobility

systems. MM~@ 75 is the successor system to AMC 71 and was sched-
uled for Telease in the fall of. 1975 The definition of mobility

* I used in the models is that of speed made good between two points

toi a specifiled terrain and the output Is expressed In mileb per

I hours with the "no gC" condition expressed as zero speed.



10. to the applict!3& of the models an operational scemrie is

created and the mission of the vehicle def ined. .The AM 75

- model provides for either the traverse of a predetermined path

through the selected area or the automatic selection of the beat

path between two paints in the arcs. In either case the procedure

I and Inputs Into the progra are the same.

I 11. The area which the vehicle must traverse ise divided Into patches.,-

* linear features (eg streams) and road segments u'mch of which is

* assumed to possess uniform mobility Influencing characteristics

along Its length. The properties of each patch, Including surface

componsition and geometry, vegetation and the physical mature of

* 5obstacles are defined by 22 numerical parameters. Additional

I nouerical def inition of linear obstacles and road segments Is .
required to compete the terrain input to the model. (4)

*12. The model requires that the vehicle be defined In grat detail

UIn terms of Its Inertial and mechanical cbaracteristics. Provision

IIs also made for factors describing the drivers tolerance and

13. From these Inputs the speed at which the vehicle will cross each

patch or linear feature Is computed and the average speed along

the path through the area is arrived at.

114. AM 75 Is acknowledged by its designers to be Incomplete In some

respects and imperfect In most but Is claimed to be a tool which, -

when used with an appt-aciation of Its limitations, will provide a
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* 5 ans Of generatinag quant itative emgineetin imiormatiom for us"

by engineers an users In establishing mobility criteria, dater-

mlain anid comparing various concepts In specif ic terrains and th.

Influence of specific design changes on cross country performance.

3 15. So Information is available on validation of AM6 75. Validation

trials on AMC 71 ;-1icated an overall prediction accuracy of

69.91 on traverse tests conducted &- five sites using a six of

' tracked and wheeled vehicles. Analysis of the results was claimed

* to show that accuracy would Increase to at least 85Z If corrections -

3 to surface roughness and manoeuvre relations were made (314.

316. The prediction accuracy obtained varied widely between the various

*computer modules. For example the 'OW Go' condition for an

W.13A1 climbing a sand slope was predicted at 69Z while the observed

3limit durIng validation tests was 331. Similarly predicted speeds

In the vegetation submodel were generally 1.5 to 2.0 times faster

Uthan the measured speeds. In other modles however. reasonable

3 agreement between predicted and measured values was obtained..-

3 7. Swedish Terrain Classification and Mobility Model (5)

.3 The Swedish terrain classification system has Its origins In the

need of the Swedish Forestry Service for uniform descriptions of

3 terrain f or the purposes of:

* .planning,

* S b.operations control,

c. machine appraisal, and
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I 18. The terrain classification system identif es as its three pri-

mary elements:

a. ground conditions, including soil characteristics,

wetness and obstacle density,

b. ground roughness, and

C s

W 19. These three primary elements in any patch are assigned ratings

1 If 1 to S in ascending order of difficulty. Conditions judged

as lying between those defined by two sequential numbers may be

- I Idetified in double digits by including both numbers.

* 20. Suedish Vehicle MobilitZ Classification

I.._ . I The vehicle nobility classification system derives from the ter-

rain classification system and describes the performance of a

vehicle numerically in terms of its ability over ground conditions

described by the terrain classification system.

.21. Nobility .Iodellina

The Swedish Army obility model is a simulation model designed

I to simulate the movements of arbitrary vehicles or arbitrary

colmns of vehicles in arbitrary terrain environments. It pro-
I

vides a mans of selecting the mix of vehicles for different

units in various operational zones.

... /20
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* Z. The input to the model is derived from a scemaurio depicting a

typical move over a specified roste by a uait equipppd with

specified vehicles. The output provides a represmuetloa of the

-. " 4 progress of the march at any time ad a statistical presentation

*0 of the march on its completion.-- I
S "23. DiscussionI"

Of tae three systems considered AM 75 appeas at first sight

to offer a system of terrais description and mobility prediction

ihich will best meet the needs of the vehicle development and

concept evaluation process. The Swedish system predicts the overall

I mobility of vehicles and groups of vehicles based upon the observed

mobility characteristics of individual vehicles in specific ground

conditions and does not lend itself to the solution of design p

I problems.

I 24. The complete AM9 75 model Is very complex. 'It is, bovever modular -

in nature and the majority of the modules have a "stand alone"

capability. The modules employ inputs of terrain characteristics

I which may be measured by means of techniques which, if not univers-

ally accepted are at least well known.

25. The accuracy of the model in predicting. vehicle mobility has not

been validated however, and the results of the validation trials

5 of AMC 71 are not particularly encouraging. The model in its

present form accomodates Lapat for only shallow snow cover and

a appears to have only limited capacity for certain classes of .

I F1
4I
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obstacles and some classifications of muskeg.

26. While the 'speed made good* definition of mobility is an excellent

one for general purposes one of the principal ais of developmant

activity is redaction of the size of the "0 GO* areas. Interest

centres therefore on the near zero speed condition and the assumption

is made that speed wil be higher in les difficult conditions. This

asuaption is not always correct but It is easiersas a general rules

to identify vehicle/terrain patneters likely to limit vehicle

speed in less difficult conditions &nd to estimce their effect

than it is to predict the location of the GO - NO CO boundary

condition.

27. This leads to the notion that, in developing concepts, the design

point of the equipment should lie at the limit of performance

required in various terrain conditions. If this notion is adopted

it leads to the requirement for a mobility prediction syst-a which

Is accurate and responsive over a relatively narrow band of terrain

conditions. It seems likely that such of the A&M 75 model would be

redundant in this limiting condition and the accuracy and sensitiv-

ity of the applicable portions may not be adequate for the task.

28. As has been noted earlierthe correlative system does not provide

sufficiently specific criteria to allow the development and eval-

uation of vehicle concepts. Provided the standard vehicle Is care-

fully chosen, however, the system is capable of detecting the cen-

ditions vhich tend to restrict or inhibit the mobility of the

Af....2.
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vehicles it typifies. it thus my be used to lcato iitinmg or

meat limiting conditions in appropriate terrain categories and

Ithese may be measured and defined in parameters suitable for

Input into AM~C 75 or other analytical models.

29. The standard vehicle my thus be used to generate data to validate

or modify existing nodels such as ANM 75 or to develop dew models

I so that the conditions at the limit of mobility my be evaluated

I In detail. Extensions of the modelling technique. to provide
diagnostic output may be supported by field or laboratory test

f ~of the standard vehicle. p-

130. The mod-Is thus developed may be used to'determine the potential

p. of vehicle concepts with some degree of assurance that they have

reasonable accuracy *&en applied In the narrow band of conditions

. for which they were designed.

131. It Is possible that nc-re than one standard vehicle will be required

to cover the range required and the selection of the vehicle(s)

must be made with great care. They should possess characteristics

as close as possible-to those of the vehicles to be developed or

evaluated. The use of vehicle rigs or subscale modelling appear-,7

to offer possibilities.

...1/23
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STON 5

TEE POTENTIAL6 Of CANAIAN !1N1JSTKY

1. The Indusry

The great majority of the motor vehicles sed In Canada are pro-

duced within the country. The -.utamotive Industry Is U.S. control led

and subadiar%. companies produce equipment to US designs. As most of

the population of Canada lives within 50 miles of the US border and

mast of the vehicles are operated within th-s area, the perforeance

obtained Is close-to that obtained In the Northern U.S. and this

appears to be considered satisfactory. As the scene of operations

Is moved. northwards this becomes less true but adequate performai

&eems to be obtained by a combination of personal ingenuity and S-
rapid obsolescence. There has been no pressure since the Second

World War for the manufacturers to develop aCanadian technology

base and they- now rely exclusively on the U.S.: they have virtually

zero capability of undertaking independent research and development.

2. The need to conduct transport operations In the North, principally

by oil companies, coupled with the problems of winter transportation2

in :ural Quebec led to the development of a off road vehicle

Industry in Canada. There are three major manufacturers and a number

of smaller companies many of whom receive government assistance

In one form or another. The products range from small snowmobiles

to large tracked vehicles capable of hauling gros. train weights

In the order of 200 tins. 9

e.../24.
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3. The existence of a wide range of problems involved is Moving over

the wide range of terrain types which exist to the North has

attracted the Interest of researchers in universities and there has

3 been 8.in activity in the area of terrain-vehicle interaction. In

some instances relationships have developed between universities

U and manufacturers leading to co-operation In research and develop-

* nest of vehicle sub systems. There are in addition a few consulting

us engnleering organizations which specialize in northern transportation.

I These are principally operator oriented and provide a service to

equipment users.

4. The large transport operators providing transportation of personnel
and sterials in the North influence the vehicle manufacturers indir-

ectly by purchasing or not purchasing their equipment. They appear

to have had little direct influence on design in whole or detail

since the vehicles settled into their present form in the 1950's.

S. Research and Development Potential

The process of research, development and production of equipment

requircs the participation of research agencies and industry. The

DREO irtra and extra ural ;rogrs-s togethet with other research

activity known to be in progress indicates the existence of a

limited basic research capability in the field. There Is little

indication, however, of even a lited development capability in

industry outside of certain restricted fields.

...125

.
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. efore a program of research and development of technology in the

field of northern sbility can be undertaken be potential of industry

most be determined and plans made to exploit or further develop

this potential during the program.

7. The type of program proposed should be of interest and value to

both individual companies and the industry as a ials and its

nature should be explained when conducting investigations of indus-

trial potentirl.

8. Criteria for Evaluations

The following criteria should be evaluated during the investigation

of the potential of the off road vehicle industry:

a. interest in participating in equipment and/or tech-

nology development, (consider post performance)

b. areas of particular expertise or Interest, (as claimed

by company)

c. experience in field for which expertise is claimed or

interest expressed (as a corporate organization),

d. qualifications ofindividual staff members, including

academic qualifications, experience, and denonstrated

expertise in field of interest,

e. access to, relationship with and is* made of research

agencies such as universities and/or consultants. (These- -

agencies should be assesseu separately)

f. participation of corporate body or individuals in pro-

fessional or technical associations (distinguish betveen
... 126'
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3passive membership sad active participation, papers

presented to ISTVS or SU ae my be a suitable

Meassure).

3 S. extent of corporate data base (if any) sad degree of

access to or utilization of outside data baks eg.

I C*IOL. 09317 etc,

h. interest in participating In progra which would pro-

vide access to a data base covering the technology

of off road vehicle design, (the measurement of Interest

mtbe the degree of effort company Is prepared to-

exert before expecting remneration),

31. current research/development program,

ex penditure on research/development as percentage of

5 gross revenue past f Iva years,

k. possession of or access to laboratory facilities for

U support of research/developmeat activit ie and *xtent

3 of sage,(describe nature of facilities).

1. possession of or access to vehicle test facilities and

* 3 extent of usage ,(deseribe nature of facilities).

a. test and evaluation techniques for new vehicle systems

* end sub systews, ad

* 3a. possession of or access to physical plant for the develop-

mat of components or the construction of prototype

3 vehicles.
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* 9. CNWd~ct of tbhe Evaluation

I It Is suststd that the Investigation &d evaluatlon process

should be cosdacted by a tem drawn from the Departamet of

National Defie 3e ladvatr7 Trade and Cmrce and unly and

-Services.

I~b
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MK DATA UAK

1. Uquipuest development Is the process of applying the know state

I of art to the creation of an equ~pment designed to f ill a specif ic

3 requirement. R.esearch fills Saps In state of art knowledge and

meek. to extend its f rontiers. The tw proesses overlap In. that

3 development frequently expands state of art knowledge and applied

* research may result in now equipment.

12. to undertaking either research or development it Is necessary at

the outset that a Imoledge of the-applicable state of art exists

3 or Is readily available. It Is fallacious to assume that state of

art knowledge Is a comon possession of engineers In Industry or

government service. A few Individuals In both sreasas a result3of many years of experience~hav* acquired an extensive background

In certain areas but they are limited in &muers and scope and

3 frequently confuse state of art with folklore.

3. The discontinuous nature of development effort in Canada has

3 Imhibitcad the growth of a store of state of art data in either

Individuals or organizations. As a result development activity

I tends to start from a very low state of art data-base and a dis-

3 proportionate amount of the funds available is spent In educating

the staff of the contractor in the art-it Is expected to apply.
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5 4. If the development of technology anO equipment for nobility

in the Canadian enviromac is to be undertaken it i essential-

.1 that the current state of art be defined and that potential users

. be advised of Its nature, extent and applicability.

5. Technical libraries already contain much of the data required to

i form a state of art data base In this field and computerized data

banks have increased its accessibility and reduced search times. A

S3 lmited survey of the Land Technical Reference Library and the

-* 7 - data bases available to the DSIS automated information system

I revealed little overlap but my apparent Saps in information

coverage. For example a search for information on off road artic-

slated vehicles produced 6 relevant references out of a total of

* 40 titles listed. The coverage of the references was not extensive

and a- further 5 or 6 (aiamus) applicable references which are

rmknown to exist were not exposed.

m
6. The DSIS presentation is good and the system is responsive to the

Susers needs; considerable skill or experience is necessary however

to extract the maximum from the system. It appears that the data

bahoses it uses would need considerable augmentation if it is to

m meet the requirements of a state of art data base in the mobility

field.

7. There is a number of ways in vhich an existing data *ase may be

augmented or a new base created. The essential steps appear to

m , be:



a. revie the coetent of all libraries nd data bases

to hicb access can be gained ad identify pertient

data;

b. amine most accessible bank (eg USX$) for completeness

sd arrange to augmnt bases as nocesary,

c. determine areas wbere Incomplete or Iudeuate data is

4. advise potential users of the existence and contest of B

ahe data base, and

a. arrsnge for autoetic addition of applicable mew material

to date base.

B ,. It is to be expected that signifIcant gaps wili be found In the

coverage available from the reference sources. The f1lling of such

gaps as vell as the extension of the coverage of the data base forms

a principal objective of the technology development program.

9. The collection and cataloguing of applicable data is a somewhat

sterile process and the Issue of a catalogue is not,in Itself,

likely to be a sufficient stimulus to the potential user. There is

a need to issue a state of art review which examines available data,

reviews its applicability and in many cases its credibility, and

establishes the connection between associated work. In areas

where gaps exist, either In state of art knowledge or in the pub-

lished literaturethe review must, as far as practicable, provide

author itative coverage.

Itop
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10. The structure of the review should follow the structure of the -

data base and It should bewittenmas the base is established.

I ~One published it should be reviewed periodically (say anually)

and updated. The proposed chapter head lags and content for the

I review (and bunco content of the data bess) are:

3 a. The Philosophy of Iesearcb and Development - resons

fer a and D, categories of approach, mislt inary and

Sevlutionary techniques, theory of Mlted advance,

law of diMISIShing returns.

b. tauirosmental and Terrain Factors InflusencingDesla -

5 the Camadian environment, general geographic areas, the

geelogy of the north, geomorphic factors, soil condition,

3 iMakes. snow conditions, the Influence of vegetation,

* 3 tender soils. rivers and streams-, Ice conditions Inland

and coastal.

5c. Terrain Classification and Mobility Prediction - measuring

techniques for defining soil characteristics and other

- terrain parameters, analytical nodels for predicting concept

mobility, the Influence of varying vehicle parameters,

capabilities and limitations of systems, sub scale nodels.

3d. Terrain Vehicle Interaction - tractive effort and notion

resistance, floatation In weak soils, Influence of soil

conditions and characteristics, obstacle classification, vater

m obility, entry and exit problems, classic concepts of track

and whbeel, Influence of &rouser shape and as.

I e. Vehicle Morpholoty - the development of vehicle forms,

I historical Influences, analogies In nature, Hlting tech-

I *-13
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3 Solgical factors, typical vehicle fetus, the Influence

of vehicle size, possible areas of development.

9. Coeral. Mechanical Design - spae sad weight requirements

3 for major components, vehicle layout, San machine relation-
ship.

I S. basing Gear - tracks vs wheels, unceeventional wheels,

hybrid arrangements, walking machlnes, &=11iliar support

£ and propulsion mechanisms.

h6 Air Cashions - skirt design, influence of aspect ratio.

A/C vehicle capabilities and limitations, hybrid faom,

L influence of Vehicle as, future applications.

g1. Trck - track design, girder tracks. flesible tracks,

* bead tracks, piumed tracks, rubber bushes, strength cons id-

3 sations, grouser forms, typical construction, Materials,

limits to use of elastoeetars, environmental Impact, sprocket

I design, Influence of pitch on vibration, sprocket fouling,

front vs rear sprockets, track tension, track guiding, road-

wheel design, rodwheel spacing.

I .Suspension Design -suspension arrangement, Independent sus-

pensions, compound suspensions, walking beans, load criteria,

Wheel travel.* oscillation damping, types of dampers, activeu suspension systems, influence of vehicle farun, permissable

levels of shock, spring rates, limiting terrain characteris-

* I tics, suspension as a mobility limiting factor.
k. The Enzine Compartment - selection of engines, power require-

Seats, load factors, fuel consumption, specific bulk, specific

weight, cooling requirements, parasitic power losses. cooling -

system design, fan types and applications, air flow in

3 the coupartmento *Induction requirements, exhaust require-

A^. j
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memo, typical engine compartment arrangements. anxillary P

drives.

1. The Drive Line -transmission selection, the Inf luence of

rolling resistance, transmission types, amnual transmLss-

los, automatic stepped transmission, torque converters,

hydrostatic transmission, power splitting techniques,

electric drive, typical transmission applicat.ams.
S

s. Steerint Systems - Ackerman steer, wgson steer, articulated

steering, geared steering, track warp, the mechanics of

tracked vehicle steering, skid steerin of wheeled vehicles

a. The Articulated Vehicle - wheeled, tracked, modes of artIc-

ulation, articulation restraint, steering theory, steering

methods and mechanisms.

a. The Electrical System - calculation of power requirements - .

power consuming devices, the function of the battery, battery

typos and characteristics, charging systm, suppression

requirements and techniques.

p. Design for Low Temeratures - the starting problem, fuels

tand lubricants, engine characteristics, battery types and

characteristics, stand-by heaters, flash heaters, flame

primers, starting fluids and primer systems, selection of

moterials, elastometers, plastics, metals, practical limits

for operation with and without starting aids. practical

(economic) limit of vehicle operation.

q. Design of Vehicle Structures - application of materials,

avoidance of panel drum, high/low modulus interfacing, weight/

cost relationships; framed structures, monocoques, body

... 13



mns, insulation.

1. Luasa tPnIeering - seatinf, vision, 4esiO Mad positioning

of controls, Instrument panels. LIShtU heating, cooling.

j vikamlawi .ad shock limits, effects of very low temperatures.

a. Vibatlons in Vehicles - suspensaonlterraia induced. weel

ar track to ground induced, drive Ine Induced, snalysis

of vibrations, tchniqu. of vibration control.

t. &esA for .ainteance - requirements of mslitary system,

induction of mintenau ce requirements, Increse of servicing

Interwals, accessIblity, paver pack conceptes, hardware

stamdardtzatiom, mtbf prediction, auto analysis systems,

sel analysis systems, life cycle Costing, maintenance

at low temperatures.

u. Deslt for Value - cost engineering, value engineering,

influence of life cycle costing on selection of 'components.

3 cost-value of wefght reduction, Influence of cost on enviror-

mental limits.

v. TestiA and Evaluation - the evaluation of design concepts.

3 matrix evaluation techniques, types of tests, test facility

.design, effect of sample size on validity of results,

£ evaluation of test results.

; I
I !
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A AR 8I TO DEVELOP A TECHNOLOGY BASE

" 1. Alsu!Mton In developing this program it has been assumed that the

requirements set out for the rIMv 80 refle - the type of ecuipment

likely to be required by the Cdnadias Forces for the 3980-1990 period. *

A vehicle eeting these requiremeats Is likely to have a gross weight

of 15,000 lb or less and to possess an optimum combinatlon of mobilt -

Scharacteristics in the area r.xtending from 200 stiles south of the

treeline northwards to the limit of Canadian sovreignty.

2. A preliminary survey of the accessible data banks during the f orm-

ulaton of the requirements for the data base proposed in Section 6

revealed many areas where current state of art information is either

inadequate or of dubious applicability to the type of equipment

likely to be required. There is a need, therefore, to generate

state of art data in many fields to sument the proposed data !a-".

A program of work to meet this requirement may be defined.

3. Proposed Program The first step in Implementing the program .hou!,i

be the establishment of a data base representing the current rel',.i n

state of art following the procedure set out in Section 6. This pre-

litinary base will be incomplete in some areas and contain witerl-.,

of marginal relevance in others. The accompanying 'State of Art"

Review" should define-these areas and Indicate the work required tro

3 bring the base to an acceptable level.

.. I ......
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4. The program of further york which is set out is this section anticl-
pates the fidings of the "State of Art Review" ad Vill probably

require revision as more detailed information becomes available. It

Is considered that the revisions required are more likely to take

the form of additioLs to the proposed program than deletions from it.

5. In the interest of being as specific as possible within .the scope of

the study the program of work following the compilation of the data -

base has been divided into eleven projects, nine of vhich are

I defined In Projects I to 9 annexed to this section. The background

to each project is described and the aim Is defined; In most cases

a method of achieving the aim is proposed. The nine projects are

3 described briefly below:

a. Project .o I Terrain Classification and Vehicle ,Mobility

Prediction This project follows the discussion in Section 3

ft of this study and seeks the design of analytical codels I
capable of predicting the performance l'.it of concepts o:

I vehieles in specific ,anadian environments. It Introduces

• S the concept of a reference vehicle and proposes a stavdard

form of mobility specification.

Sb. ProJpct No 2 Development of a ConcepttVehicle £Enluaton

Sse This proposes the development of a computer sup;crted

- I matrix evaluation system for evaluating candidate equip-tent:a

against requirements.

I
* 3 ..3
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3 e. lroJect No 3 The .orpholouy of Vehicles for

the Canadian Environment This project postulates the

thesis that significant advance in mobility is more

3 likcely to be realized fro* Improvement& In vehicle form

than from development of subsystems and proposes an invest-

Agation of the effect of form on mobility to establish an

optimum fore.

d. Project go 4 Articulated Vehicles The probable influence

* / of articulation mode and articulation restraint on vehicle

mobility is pointed out and an investigation of the Influence

of the couplin on vehicle design Is proposed.

*e. ,Proect So 5 Hybrid Vehicles A general investigation of

the potential of hybrid vehicles is proposed.

t. Project No 6 Suspension Systems It is suggested that the

requirements for the suspension system of an articulated

vehicle are different from those of a rigid vehicle andi

that simpler, cheapcr systems may be feasible; It is pro-

posed tOat the requirements be determined and illustrated

3by practical designs.

S. Project No 7 High Frequency Vibrations in Vehicles The r.z-

to reduce high frequency vibrations in vehicles, particul-

arly tracked vehicles is pointed out. This must Ne done

during the design phase. It Is proposed to investigate the

I ,causes and to provide design criteria for noise reduction.

h. Project No 8 Vehicle Terrain Interaction This project cove.r.

a broad field and could probably be divided into several

3 related sub projects. It proposes investigation into =any

.... and"
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aspects of vehicle terrain contact and *"sets that

O meschanics of an improved contact should be esblished -

fi/rst followed by detal design of grousers etc. It p©-.

ImpoIses as a related Study the establislment of track strngth•

criteria.

. 3 ,. Project No 9 Test and Evaluation Facilities The adoption of

o• smlytcal mobility prediction aed comcept/vehicle evaluation

.1 tehniques requires the creation of controlled or standard

test enviromeuts for validatio of results. The project

proposes that certain specific facilities be provided. .

" o Two further areas of research and developent are required. In

.... each case there is already a considerable state of art which require..

I detailed study before the projects can be formulated In detaJl. These

* are:

a. ProJect So 10 Design for Lov Teomeratures

Probable areas for developnent are:

41) the Improvement of battery design,

"U U) the improvement of battery environent by the use

of heated insulated battery boxes and use of heat 1.

-sinks,
1 11i) the development of criteria for the design and

application of starting aids,

iv) the problems of interfacing never structura materials

(eg. F.R.P.) with rigid components in the embrittlinl,"

* "environment produced by ex'.re~e cold and with the

3 Increased shock and vibration which accompanies

Vehicle operation in these temperatures.

•.oI
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I v) the practical econoa i lover limit fo temperature

of opAration.

b. lroject No 11 Traumissions and Steerina The thrust here is

wI e again in the direction of articula,.ed vehicle. It is .

doubtful that a came can be made for the development of

tranmmissions, however, there is much room for the study of

aplp~liation of cmercially available componets. Probable

fields of development are:.

1) the application of electric or hydrostatic trans-

5 ii) asuematic emoagement of part time hydrostatic drive .

associated with trark tens on variation iu one ..a-'t,

lII) the steering of articulated vehicles, including revi-

ifn of steering kinematics, the Invescigation of the

forces ivolved and various solutions to the steerir., -.-

I problem.

0-
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?WJEC! no 1

TERIY CL&SSIFICATION AND VEHICLE HOSILMT PREDICTION

BACKGROUND

1. The development of vehicles for operation In difficult terrain3 requires that the nature of the terrain be defined, and In part ic-

ular that the characteristics of terrain features which limit vehicle .

3 performance be described In a precise fashion. This requirement has

3 lo=g been recognised and work has been carried out by Parry and

others to* Canada on techniques for classifying terrain primarily-

In order to provide mobility maps.* Extensive work carried out at

hbe Wlaterways Experimental Station and elsewhere In the United

States resulted In the development of analytical models by meansftocf which the mbility of a vehicle within a prescribed area way

be predicted In terms of speed made good between two points. -

to C designing a vehicle It Is necessary to select points on the

U desired performance prof Ile which will serve as design points. Theie

design points normally reflect the performance required of the

vehicle under limiting environmental conditions. The success or

failure oi the design depends largely upon the skill of inkdividuals

to selecting the design point and estimating the performance of

c.andidate systems and subsystem in the environment thus defined.

AL-

~.The evaluation of the design Is conducted by constructing a prototv;L,

Uad evaluating under conditions Judged as representing the desired
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3 limit (pot necessarily by the designer). Novel designs are

appraised by the corporate eye of the potential user and his advisers

I nd if judged wortby are subjected to physical evaluation. Opinion

reigns suprame in this process. argument resolves differences of S

opinion, and lUes are frequently settled by agreement on semantics

3 which may have little relevance to the problem. The process is

Imprecise and costly.

4. The AMC 71 and AM 75 mobility models developed in the United

States are claimed to provide a tool by means of which, amono

I other things,' a design agency may predict the nobility of a

vehicle in a given set of conditions and aess the effect of

varying certain design parameters. The validity of thes claims,

5 Jparticularly in the limiting cases, Is uncertain; validation trials

w ith MRC 71 do not inspire confidence.

5. To define an analytical model which will allow the accurate predict-

ton of the mobility of conceptual vehicle designs in specified

.5 lImiting conditions.

. 3 6. The following conditions will be considered:

a. soft ground,

b. msiskeg,

3 c deep snow,

. -
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3 ~ ~ ~ ~ rcsig 5th International Confteic*Itemto ere Society forri

* Temla Vehilcle Systews.

1 4.Tervals, Ymdlftg to Support Nobility Evaluation, AA Rals and CJ

Neattal JR. Proceed~ngs of 5th Interatioul. Conference - Inter-

usti..il Society for Terrain Vehicle Systes

3 5. Vehcle Nobility Modelling and Terrain. Correspondence Group visit

to Swaim May 1976 - Raysoed 3A Yong McCUil University. Motreal



4. sb&Uov amy

. tough ground.

3 f. linear obstacles,

g. slopes o conjunction with soi./sme conditions,

b. toads,

1. vegetation.

3 7. The validity of the philosophy of design for limiting conditions

which assumes that if a vehicle can traverse a certain limitiog

3 odition it will have satisfactory performece in ls stringent

Scocdtionsvill be determined.

3 8. Fo each of the terrain types listed the limiting condition shall

be Identified: this is the extreme condition which tha projected

I vehicle may reasonably be expected to traverse and lis next to

5 the 30 GO condition. Identification should be carried out by

___ pbysical survey conducted by representatives of the user agency

3ssIsted by advisers. A referenwe vehicle as close as possible in

size and performance to that desired should be used to assist in

identification of limiting conditions and its performance recordcd.

The terrain parameters likely to be required in the construction

of an analytical model should be recorded at both the desired

3 limiting conditions and the limit of the reference vehicle. mit-

Lally the expression of the parameters should be compatible with

AIM 75, however additional measurements using other techniques

3should be taken. (See Project No 9.)

I ...1/4i
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39. A survey of mobility prediction techniques should be carried out

and those considered most likely to f it the requirement for accurate

.3 Prediction at or approaching limiting conditions selected a"d aval-

U 3 sated against the field results.

* 310. The applicability of AM 75 should be appraised and the possibility

of adapting the relevant modules should be. Investigated. If this

3 proves impracticable appropriate models should be designed.

11. Validation of the analytical models by field and laboratory tests

* I should be conddcted.

I12. The models -are required to provide output which will allow the ap-

5 - praial of wheeled and tracked, single unit and multi unit vehicles

against aspecification similar to that In Annex A to this project.

14.. The method set out above Is Intended as a basis for discussion h~rw --

* .1 the technical director of the project and the Implementing agency..

* I It Indicates In general terms the steps that appear necessary to

reach the desired results although not necessarily In the order

I stated.

115. At first sight it appears that the intention is to duplicate the

. 3work done in the United States on AMI 75. This Is not so. The

3 .. .7



latest is to provide a tool or series of tools which will alloy

the prediction of the ability of a vehicle concept to cross a

clearly Identified terrain type In cases where both the vehicle size

and terrain characteristic occupy a relatively spallx band of the

overaU spectrum.

16. If necessary separate models may be provided for each terrain

*type and for each vehicle for, the desire to combine the whole

* process into one elegant solution should be resisted.

17. Close control of the project mast be maintained to avoid a math-

ematical orgy leading to a result which lacks credibility because

nobody understands it.

.1 a

18. Thpre may be wide difference in the ratio of significance of the

lnformation provided and the effort required to create an analy-

tical model to produce it. This factor require& close attention

at the start and effort should be directed to areas where it is

I most likely to produce a useful result reasonably quickly. This

would appear to favour early work on prediction of soft ground

I performauce. The complexity of snow cover vil undoubtedly creatt

a-problems and initially it may be necessary to generalize by assucinc

Oat a concept having good performance over very soft soil vill

probably perform well over deep snov. Tue rough ground charactcr r : -

of a vehicle need very detailed input on thc vehicles physical

character and much of this is not available untla great deal of

3 design york has been done. It my be necessary at the concept

I .. 4
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I 0246 tO use the corpetate eyeball to apprala. the roqh £roud 0
characteristics usiog uhateve~ tool that caa be developed as a

I design aid.
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3AMSEX ATO PROJECTNO I

3 ~TIPICAL EXPRESS 10:1 Of PERFORL'NCE REQUIRETS

NOTES .

1. This docmemnt sets out a typical statement of the performance

3 requiremets for a vehicle for use In northern terrain. The def-

aIntion, of soil and obstacle parameters must be compatible wit%

U the requirements of the mobility prediction system; those usmed

5 iv this specimen are far illustrative purposes only.;

32. In specifying the performance over weak soils the limiting cas.! has

been. used. It will probably be found desirable to include alLo aIrequirement to achieve stipulated speeds aver sub limiting soilI conditions.

3 .If a reference or standard vehicle Is used In establishing the

requirements its performance should be showmn either here or in a0

I similar !iccompanying document.

4. Weak Soils The vehicle shall be capable of making-a single pass

./5



3 ver level terrain having the following characceriatics:

a. (UCS type, cohesive) soil having IC! (or 11) of --.

b. (UCS type, frictional) soil having 3CI (or RZ) of -. --

e. (Type) Muskeg. "

d. - ft of snow having density of -, -% water content

3-and - (other parameters such as C, f etc if applicable).

S.
5. Sloe Performance The vehicle shall be able to:

I a. climb a maximum slope of 602 (say) at.- mph.

b. climb a slope of - at - mph on (CS type, cohesive) soil -

having IC! (or RI) of-.

C. climb a slope of - at - mph on (UCS type, frictional) soil .

bavln RC Ii o f -.

3 d. climb a slope of - at,- mph on - ft of deep sno having P -

density of -, -w ater content and - (other applicable . .

5 characteristics).

e. traverse and manoeuvre on a mxtm side slope of 40. (sa,...

f. traverse and manoeuvre on side slopes of -2 on (soils, de.ep

sn ow having characteristics - described as above).

. 3 (G. Obstacle Performance The vehicle shall be capable of:

a. traversing a single obstacle having a height of - and

5 vidth of -.

3 b. traversing repeated obstacles having a height of -and

width of - at - spacing at - mph without exceeding - g

measured at the drivers seat.

g .c. crossing sharp edged ditches having avidth of -.

....- ' -" " .-:-'. * .i ...i qI



7. bkah Ground The vehicle shall be capable of traversing rough .

ground having an 31S roughness of - Inches at - -mph without exceed .ng

5 - sestt of absorbed power at crew/driver seats.

3. Manoeuverability The vehikle shall be able to traverse a tree

covered area having trunks of - diameter at :2 spacing of - at

- mph assuming adequate visibility.

I
9. Stream Crossins The vehicle shall be able to cross streams having

the following characteristics:

1 Depth- ft

UIdth - ft

I Velocity - fps

Entry bank slope - deg

I Exit bank slope - deg

Vertical height of bank above water - ft

Ii. toad Performance The vehicle shall have a maximum speed of -mph

.on smooth level road and a speed of- mph on a slope of -2.

11. Mission Capability The vehicle shall be capable of completian- the

mission set out in the accompanying mission profile at an average

I speed of not less than - mph with a fuel consumption not exceeding
M-

I l-
I . .4V
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]PPoTECT NO 2

9g~vELonIEN OF CONCvEPT/VENICLE EVALUATION SYSTEM

* 3CKG3IOL ,D

1. Tbe process of selection of a concept for development or a vekicle

for acquisition requires that a system ezist fo comparison of the - -

3 characteristics of candidate concepts or equipments with each other

and with a set of standards which represents the requirement. For

3vaild c-mparlson the characteristics mast be measured and expressed

JA a standard fashion.

2. Not all characteristics have equal weight in..influencing the suit-

ability of a candidate. There are frequently -certain areas in which -

the failure to meet a specified level of performance disqualifies

the cacdidate from further consideration. The weight of the char-

aet.ristics will va.-y between equipments intended for different end

3 use and even between the different roles of a single equipmant.

3 '. Some of the information requirad vill be projuced by the mobility

prcdiction system, otter will be based on contractors estimates

and some viii result from measurements taken during tests or trials.
.o3.

AIM .1_
4. To develop a standard method of evaluating concepts or vehicles

against specifications and requirements.
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3IM: There are' aumer of possible approaches to

the problem; ome Is sugges ted below to Illustrate

3 features which are likely to be comaon to all

systems.)

3. Determine characteristics which will Influence the selection process

3 and define a standard meams of expression and measuirement.

6. Establish method 2f assigning weighting factors and likely ranges

3 of such factors. The mas of defining madatory requirements

should be decided.

*7. Design system for estimating concept/vehicle performance character-

istics under conditions Imposed by typical mission profiles.

S. Design modut!e matrices for comparison of characteristics or groups

*of related characteristics eg. payload,* speed and fuel consr !on.

9. Design caster matrix with computer program support to evaluateI (weighted) output from module matrices and provide ranking of

3 candidates.

310). The evaluation technique would obviously form an appropriate study

for operational researchers.



/
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-. I
5 ii. The development of an evaluation system will got be easy. The

Initial target is to provide a system, which has sore credibility

then the corporate eyeball technique and to improve from that base

S 3 s woten. Developers must be prepared to compromise and avoid endless P.

search for the perfect system.

12. The system must be credible to the people wh are goain to use it,

all steps she Id be visible and coherent. Provision for validatiork

3 •of modules should be made.

1* . p
S! n. nalytical models produced to support the system must allow easy

modtfication to accomodate developing kaomledge and changing

ciriratawnces.

[ I%

* I

* U°
,l__0
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PROECT NO 3

THE WMOHOLOGY OF VEHICLES FOR THE CAW IAN EVIROM.'rT

1. 'It to gemerally accepted that, since the Introduction of the crawler

tractor, there has been very little advance In field of off road .

" mobility. This applies In particular to the development of capability

d to operate over weak soils. It is ptobable that the moat significant

advance in the field of mall vehicles occurred in the early 1950's

when the Canadian Army Introduced the concept of mall articulated

track layers for employment in tree lise now conditions. The concept

of tandem track arrangement involved a radical change in vehicle form

and produced a dramatic increase In performance of small vehicles.

2. At the tine cf the original studies and trials it was apparent that

• several forms of tandem track arrangement were possible, however full

investigatlon of all -alternatives was not carried out. There is

evidence that the currently conventional articulated vehicle arrange-

ment provides little enhancenent of performance with large vehicles

and It apears therefore that, in viev of its higher cost It becotes

less cost effective than the single track steered vehicle. The

location of the cross over point obviously varies with soil conditions

and probably with the arrangement and coupling of the tandem tracks.

It should be noted that there appears to be a second cross ove vwith

very large vehicles: this probably lies outside the scope of this

project.

... 132
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3.. he form and siaz of vehicles chges When vbees are ued instead

of tracks and while It appears unlikely that'wheeled vehicles will

I provide a comparable performance to tracks within the sae physical

dimealonal envelope there are probably cost advantages to be gained

b their use. Rolligon and terra tire concepts are worthy of

study within the context of small vehicles of novel form.

II
4. Vehicles are Imob iised Is weak soils by Increased motion resistance

Sass t with sinkage. The moties resistance has a component

which derives from the drag of the vehicle belly and which varies

.3 In magnitude with a nmber of vehicle de*sin factors. The Influence

of belly form and design for mnianus drag within a concept designed

to derive a degree of support from this elment in compressible

I soils has been the subject of liited investigation.

5. Bellyless vehicles, using either wheels or tracks have been shown to

approach the Ideal form for deriving floatation and traction fromI .-3
Seak soils. Usin conventional running gear conponentry however

3 they tend to have high centres of gravity and are narrower than
equivalent belly type vehicles having similar physical charactcr SiLC.

3 These two factors contribuLe to instability particularly on soils

or snows of varying strength and on certain hard ground obstacles.

I.. There is obviously an optimmu compromise for various classes of

* '" ivehicla and this appears worthy of Investigation.

3 6. The unwritten law of identity of unit size and form in two unit

i articulated vehicles which is followed by many designers does not

3 • .. 153



appear well founded. There, appears to be- acoe for track-wheel

or wheel-track arranemns or for belly-bellyless combinations

* we these can be shown to offer advantages. It appears highly

probable tat, for example. the optimum size and form of a front

alt which carries the crew and propulsion inechanism Is different

from that of a rear unit which carries the payload. Ihere is some

evidence that the units of a two unit train ske unequal contrib-

utions to the overall tractive of fort and this factor sbould be

considered In determining the overall vehicle form.

7. Air cushion vehicles and partial. air cushion Support of convention~al

4ehicles appears to have little application In vehicles of the size

Iand type being considered however the technology should be examined.

IAI_
S. To examine, the effeact of vehicle form on mobility 1kr the Canadian

*Arctic and Sub Arctic and establish optimum forms for various'

sizes up to 15,OWc lb g.v.v.

9. The following factors shall be considered:

* Sa. the nature and frequency of occurrence of mobility limiting
a-* 3 terrain features (Project 1),

b. the performace of the various forms studied In each of the

I limiting terrain features,

c. the Initial cost, life time cost and operating cost of the

various forms3



00

3 d. the utility of the various form to fill tht roles out-" .'

limed in the - applicable opersanal requirements.L "' 4

" S

3 10. The use of wheeled and tracked vehicles of single or mlti unit

conf iguration should be studied.

U1. The use of unconentional mean of support ad propulsion shculd

* Ube amamnmed alone and In conjunction with mre conventional tech-

aiques.

12. Mobility enhancement techniques which can be applied to conventional .-.. "

and uneonventional vehicles should be investigated.

13. Optima vehicle forms for various sizes and areas of operation should

be proposed,

14. This project is closely associated with Projects 4 and 5.

I3 1%. As there is a relationship between vehicle form and vehicle size

it seems desirable Initially to place emphasis on a range of sizts

3 .Aich reflects likely operational requirements. The range up to

15,000 lb Svv is suggested.

. -

I ... 155
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SPUOJEC30 o4

AiTJICLATED VEHICLES

1. The concept of the articulated tracked vehicle has existed since

the early 20th century. The development of practical steering

3 systems for rigid vehicles during the Firat World War inhibited

development of the articulated form and there was little, if any,

U practical application of the principle until the early 1950'8.

2. While It has been shown that the application of the articulation

principle reiults in enhanced performance of small vehicles and

allows the construction of practical vehicles capable of carrying

very large payloads the mechanics of the coupling process has not

been fully explored.

3 3 The original light articulated test rig used to demonstrate ta.e

principle consisted of two identical units coupled by ball Joint(s)

U at a point on their lonitudinal centre line. The joints pro-

3 vided freedom in roll and pitch and steering was obtained by control.

of yav. This base concept has persisted and been repeated in

successor vehicles.

U 4. There is evidence that in certain conditions the two units of a

I vehicl. make quite different contributions to the net tractive

effort of the vehicle. There is also evidence that freedom in the S
U toll plane detracts from performance in conditions where there is

._



5a Wide local variation in soil strength. Performance in crossing

certain classes of obstacle is reduced by the large space which

•exL*ts between the tracks of the two units and the space betveen

I the two hblls leads to reduction of speed in water.

5. in terms of component design it is apparent that peak loads on

individual running gear components in a vehicle which behaves as

a single rigid unit will be different from those in one where

the two units behave essentially as two mull vehicles.

6. These factors sod others suggest that the current method of coupling

Is not necessarily the best. An Investigation of various coupling

techniques with various degrees of constraint in the planes of ertic-

*vlation Is required. Promising techniques may be investigated by

full scale or sub-scale casting.

7. To investigate the influence of the coupling of the units in an

3 articulated vehicle on vehicle design.

o• : 'nHOD

8- The forces and monents eyisting between the units of a simply arc ic-

3 ulated vehicle operating under various conditions should be identifii -

and evaluated.

9. The effects of imposing constraints on the freedom of motion in

- pitch and roll on the perfornance of a vehicle should be investig~cac.

.... /57
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I 10. The tractive effort produced by each unit of an articulated

train under varying operating conditions should be determined

and the effect of constraints observed.

11. The effect of variation In relative sizes of the units of an artic-

3 ulated train on vehicle performance should be investigated.

. 12. The requirements for the propulsive mechanism of each unit should

3 be considered and recommendations developed on the use of wheels

or tracks or a combination of both should be made.

" 13. The various methods of coupling the units of an articulated vehicle

should be examined in the light of the above data and promising

- techniques should be evaluated by test.

I 14. The work should be prosecuted to the point that practical alterna-

S3 tive vehicle designs are proposed.

./5

* 3

I .. ./5
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* MID1 VMCLES

1. There are wany methods of support and propulsion available to the

vehicle designer, each has particular virtues in certain operating

i 3 nsvireants nmne is of truly universal application. In attempting

the cembination of two or more techniques into a single vehicle the

resulting hybrid generally seems to emphasize the vorse features of

a. each tecimique.

3 7. in the camination of the articulated vehicle (Project 4) the Oos-

e bility of creating an operating euviromant In which it may be

possible to a coabination of wheels and. tracks has been suggested.

I 3. Toved air cushion rafts in which the propulsive and support funct.o.s

5 are separated have shown promise in certain types of northern oaer-

ation. The extension of this principle to an Integrated vehicle

U say hold soone promise. Early work in this direction concentrated

3 on the we of lgh wheeled chassis and achieved only limited Succ.."

4. The walking machine which in its pure form seems to present consic"r-

able decign problems may provide an attractive and viable sechanis-

In combination with other means of support and/or propulsion.

i __Arm

5. To eramine the potential of hybrid vehicle systeas.

• ..



* 6.~ rctablish operational mission profile.

3. ftefine the basic physical parameters of the vehicle likely to be

required.

P. Sevis'. the state of art In various method., of support and propulsion.

lhese sWould include wheels of various types and forms, applied trac-

3 tion d'sv.ces. cracks, air cushions, air screwt archimedlsn screw,

waling devices, skis, etc.

39. Establish the performance, of typical vehicles employing single systoei

support/propulsion device In the terrain defined In the operational

3 mission profile. Terrain factors limiting performance should be

*.310. Examine combinations of various systems of support and propulsion

seeking an optimum combination of performance characteristics. The

3part time use of auxilliary means of support or propulsion to Craverst:

particular classes of terrain should be considered. Air cus.hionsi

U air screws, skis etc. should'be considered both as primary and

3 auxilliary system.

U 11. FevIlew the logistics implications of promising corbinations and re-

examin the physical parameters of practical vehicles.

12. rormuisLe a program to develop promising combinations.

* ... o.I,9
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1. Suspension system for rigid wheeled and tracked vehicles have been

extesIvely investigated. Research and development programs by

3 Iloustry and by governmental agencies hove establiaed computerized

design techniques and lead to wll defined design principles. The

pr-aios media for use In these suspension designs have formed the

I subject of similar intense study. Xeither of these fields is likely

to form a fruitful field of izvestigation in a relatively low budget

. 3 Iprogram.,

I.2. There has been little study of the requirements for the suspension

Sfor an articuUted vehicle and It appears that these differ from

these of a rigid vehicle.

3. The units of an articulated ,rain Interact in the pitch and roll

mnodes of vlbrdtioa. The extent and atUre Of this ivner.Action may

be *sertl by the design of the coupling mechanism and has an influence

on the requirements of the suspension systems.

4. There is a possibility chat the weighL, cost and complexity of the

suspension system can be reduced if the effect of unit interaction

3 is detu.&ined and the data established applied to design of s4spen:-

Ions specifically for the articulated case.'

I ... /60
.1•
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S. to determine the requirements for suspension systems for articulated

Sshiclus and to propose -practical designs.

I 0

3 6. T action the suspension System and resultant vehicle Osilatlon

3 " od be determined fo passage over various ground forms and

obstacle types either by analysis or by experiment or by a combin-

I sion of experiaental and analytical techniques.

7. The ature and effect of the interaction between units when the train

3 passes over various terrtain types should be determined.

o. e effect of varying suspension system parameters should be deter-

3 ained, particular attention should be paid to wheel movement vs

Iffective spring rates.

9. An enalysis of the suspension system requirements should be made.

Ite need for high rcsilience damped s7stems should be examined

against the capability of low resilience articulated suspension

systems.

10. he requirements should be illustrated by practical designs.

3 .•/61
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SIGN FRxEMc= vxBUtTlONS fIN VENCLES

I. Nigh ftequency vibrations usually in the farm of noise are the

irincipal faztor contributing to the creation of environmeatal

coditious within military vebicles lying at or close to the

Iimits of homes endurance. The prolem exists in both wheeled

&ad traAed vehicles although the latter normally produces the

vcrse conditions. It is virtually impossible to eliminate vibra-

t Oas ce tke vehicle design has become firm, therefore action

3 .- t bo Wa.en at the design stag, to mini le or eliminate sources

of vibration.

2. There ara a kwmbpr of scurces of vibration over Match some degree

of control may be exerted.. They include:

a. engine vibratioc Lnd noise, . P....

b. transmission Sear noise,

C. track to sprocket contact vibration,

d. vIbtation indisc-, by wheet to track or Zrnund contact. 0

AI

3 3. To Investigate the causes of vibration in military vehicles and to

provide design criteris for noise reduction.

I.
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34.% source and astut If vibrations In a typical vehicle should be

MtaLybc; and aethods of reducing or eliminating then studied, theta

A2o,1d !vjcluds:

a. sprocket to track tooth engagament, design of sprocket for

I m~stinam vitrazion, the potential of friction drives or..

3 pert friction drives, the support of the track on the

b. track and/or grouser pitch for optlam combination of

low vibration and high traction.

5 C. roed wheal desig% for vuiniai- vibration, use of pneumatic

* .OT' seal-pneuiuatic tires, resilient wheals etc.

d. the sppliation of vibration damping mountings In all

I applicable areas.

3 . 5. u'llov-In the analysis aid confirmation testing'a series of design

* 5cr~iteria shcu2.d be foraulated setting out acceptable limits of

vibration frt'u various sources and approved techniques of attaining

I these le- 'eis.

..I6

.1d
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VUM~E TERRAININ TERACTIONI

I. IL spite of considerable research in this field since the Second

I ld W~ar there has bees, with one or two notable except ions,

wirrualy so advance in the design of the terrain contacting

Llements which cam be said to have resulted from research activities.

3Des -haft*s which have been Introduced have resulted principally

from prcduct improvement programs designed to Improve durability

2. The f eld appears to be attractive to researchers because It affords

U%

* Opport=1itios for analytical study of the ground contact process

I cadin-. to a precise mathemati~cal expression of the relation-

& Ups °iVitng between soil parameters, track or wheel character-

3 Inlc, mra floatatioit and effective pull. Unfortunately the Vessage

contained In the etesi e published research data has not got through

I te the "rracthhal" enirear ko either fails to understand or does

i tot - eIt.eve the medtare. There Is also the third possibility t hat-

the research has not been relevant to his needs.

3. UbsIJ ue tbe ruason s there seems to have been singularly little

pplcataoa of the proJucts of research in this field and there

3.see=' s to have been a breakdown in corunication between the engin-

oerino and research counitiest. Any progrum seeking the maximum

. effect the effort ind m any expended must first close this coan-

- ....-
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Icatious gap.

". This proarm. Is concerned vith the development of a technology..

base and the processes of research and development -must be cam-

U bamd to produce a demonstrable technology wiIch may be emboded '

3Is the base. The validity and applicability of research conducted

odor the proram must, therefore, -be established by hardware or '

/ technique development.

I
5. there are owoing research activities under the -- spi-el. of OE .

3and O1W(. The proposse work in this project Is Intended to Cos-

*les;es these activities.

6. There are a umber of phenomena which require further Investigation

to establish their effect on vehicle mobility. In general terms

* . an understanding cf cause and effect should allow the development
of hardare or techniques to allow maxlman benefit to be gained.

A:.1

7. To oamine the mechanics of the vehicle terrain Interface and to

develop an advanced technology.

* I*%o.•
8. The paranetor most us-d to Indicate tracked vehicle ability over

soft soils and Sncv is wainal ground pressure. It has been showra

that thr actual ground pressure exerted by a track is much uore

I """ -'.-."
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thns the seminal groud pressure under the road wheels and much

lows between them. Tb. distribution of pressure varies with the

- 3 sizs'ad number of wheels. It bas been shows experimentally that

ON MiLPaSa capabUlty o. a vehicle equipped with a skid type

1 o twaksapport extended that of the same vehicle equipped with

tMvaen vLial wheels.

3 Culp 41 11 P "Icance of the variation In ground pressure In tel-

a.ively shllow solls over a brd base Is readily apparent the effect

I very deep soft solls end sues does mot appear to hew been

, Iabihed. The Importance of this case in the Canadian enviroment

S-&e*ULV that It sboi. be Investigated further.

10. The results of the Investigation, together with those of previous

work siboul suggest optiu, road whe l diameter and spacing. The

I odificetions of choese criteria required to suit variations in track

tIffnesab should be developed.

11. The net beaef ir accruing to the use of skids In place of wheels

ahould 14 ia',..tLa~ed and practical design concepts formulated.

*-!.I ..' 4'f JjL 64TppOCLE.: wrd lubricated skids as a means of reducinig

abrasion should be examined.

M. Ic is ;wsslblc to visualize practical tracks which bave a greater

stiffness in bend in one directlon thin the other in the same

plane. T e grannd loading phenomena should be oxnined for prac-

tical so types and wheel spacings to determine the effect of

* 1 . 0, '"
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.... "sis track stiffs. If the Ivestigatio indicates benefits

from practical level* of stiffse.. the various means of obtainig

I a umidirectional Increase of stiffnes should be investigated.

13. ' e investigatiom of the general mature of the track to ground co-

.acts mechanis leads maturully to the conduct of similr studies

and experiments In the field of wheel to pround contact. There is

I 1-.'e fo impreving vAeel or tire construction to enhance the per-

. forums of wheels in varying soil conditicn ad these should be

eamnie.d. The-use of unconventional Wheels such as the convolute

Iase soo4ld be considered.

M 14. At the nature of the track/wheel to terrain interface Is established

1" Optiftation of the grouser or spud used to derive traction may

be undertaken. Improved distribution of ground loading will tend

Lo rt ia.. damage to tender soil and careful grouser design will.

61i4iig it. The action of the grouser on entering and leaving

the soil requires careful attention and the possibility of using

3 retractable grousers should be investigated. Optimum grouser sizes,

abapes and spsci g for maxim effort In various soils should be

* 3 developed and deacstrated with practical mans for reducing the

m vibration generated by aggressive grousers on hatJ surfaces.

3 1.. The HMatin track is an example of 6 grouserless form of track.

When applied to the M113 vehicle it developed surprisingly high

tractive efforts in mud. The matrix design of the artin track

is Interesting and the reasons for its performance should be

* . analysed.a3u~t. S;'

C.T-
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3 16. a. tracks us" on vehicles designed for us* in morthern Canada

bove traditionally taken the belt and crosslink form. Some Interest-

3 LagV Uv tios on this form hve been introduced by the Swedish Army.

There appears to be considerable scope for Laprovcment in the design

of tracks for light vehicles and criteria for tensile and transverse

3.oadLni, strength should be established. The aechanical design of

tracks should be investigated and advanced designs making use of

3 e4vsma! merials should be proposed.

17. The effect of lateral stiffness of tracks on their performance and

3 gt hid'?. shall be examined and criteria for stiffness established.

Pqprr'1t" e guiding techniques for various types of tracks should

be developed.

I !

I"t

I ,
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TOT AND EVALUATION FACILITIES! -

1' 1I. bh 5syt as proposed for the development of criteria for the expres-

: Itn of =bIlIty requdrawmts and anaytical sodes for the predict-

I "o of mobility s based upon the deteminatIm of practical limitin

coeditiocs involving the us of a standard vehicle.

2. rjring tke drselopment of the system and later during its applic-

'3 'ion ti'eze is a -u-ed for continuous validation by laboratory and

field te.vlng. This process requires the establishment of a set

of controlled conditions some of which may he varied to represent

the various standard conditions. There is also a need for a standard

vehicle (or vehicles).

3. I.e facilties established or identified for this purpose would

also be used in the testing and evaluation of prototype or samnple

3ehicles. To some extent they already exist either at the Land

Lf.aearing Test Estallirhment or in the Soil Hechanics Laboratory at

Ic.ill University. It viii be necessary in- some cases, hoever,

3 either to adapt the existing facilities or to develop ne facil-

ities to meet the nev requirements.

AI

4. To develop the test and evaluation facilities required to support

% he development of a technology base for mobility in the Canadian

I .e ... 169
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3- I. , D1r5 w-sd tetac logy development program will lead to the Inclusion

; w " razer s In the specifications used to govern the development

I I . &!v.b es. The assumption Is made that the v'l able test facilities.

3- -et the needs of the current specificat and this project Is to-

"irict. to t vsilon o (il of new fec utles to meet now requirements.

6. -no ezirtiaC test and evoluatlon facilities, shoul be review'ed In the

* I !Ichc 14( the, new. tequtrements. Imposed by the certain evaluation and

* I Wb12 , predict!on S7:e.m a the proposed mobllty performance

3pe:ftiot.n. .here necessary test facilities should be m odified

3 ~i twnw facilities provided. The facilities development progreM will

probably ivolve:

U~AL. the definition of a standard vehicle;.

3 b. rha seoaect ion of a soil characteristics measuring device

compatible with the terrain evaluation and mobility pre-

3 diction techniques;

c. the design of call bins *containing a range of probably

U. three cohesive and two frictional soils and of sufficient

3 site to allow testlag of typical northland vehicles.-

facilities for conditioning and adjusting the wter content

*3of the soils must be provided. A suitable dynamneter for

measuringt draw bar poll will be required; this should be

Iof a type to allow multiple passes of the test vehicle;

U.~n......... ..............
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d the ldestlficatioo and selectlom of typical lniting and

ub lImItIng mskeg conditios.,

a. the iden ification of areas In which there In a reasonable

fte"saee of consistent near lUniing as codions. The

area AhU Include slopes.

f. the deasti of aimulated rough gound cond eIi.. based upon

observed limiting conditions,

S. the design of ammnosverability couems to allow testing under

simlated (or actual) forest condItlmne, and,

b. the selectlea of water obstacles havi g range of repre.-

l . attre bzak conditions.

.7. be p.Lcmmtatlon of the facilities development program will Involve

! the revewsLm of the standard test procedures in addition to the con-

struetlo of the physical plant.

l U

* I.-
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BERMK IMLEIITATION

A* gd&L rl Program Which is proposed seeks to establish a taRck-

'*AMg base which will Surva as a fouadatio fat future activities1aft the i1.14 of mbility In the Canadian arronwmcz. This involves

the creation of a data haoe, the conduct of a related state of art3 ~ *wL!wtIEn program and the appraisal. of the potential of Canaian

industry. It Is a relatively large pregram of closely related

I activities.

2.ig Is 81ppareot chat thetfts stop In the Implementation process

swtbe3 revitvofth proposed program to determine whether or

Sot It meets the afteds Of the lrorc*. The Program in whole and1 det&ii Is based on the concept that it'is first necessary to establish3 ab%&&e line; skibutquent activi:±les then follow a pyramidal logic.

*~U- ZutI* found 'necessary to make changgs In the program before

* - 3 &sIMmctation it timp.nortant that the concept be recognised and a

4onscious of fort be made to avoid building pyramids from the top

* - /3. It may be desirable for administrative purposes to divide rome of
Lhil proiased projects Into a ==mber of sub-projects. Thsi osible

* 84pza.;tIcal provided the correct zelationship Is maintained with

other related projects.

4. The detailed implementation of the project depends largely onIIstervil VN.D facto. principally the ovatlability of resources amd



5n

th :.gniato" structure of the reseech, ad deveiovmet
commnites.Theprogran and most of the elomesto Is It Involve

I botb research and development ad to formulating It o cmacloss
allat "a beom Mae to distlaguish betwee these two fuctions.

I aIL is e-vastial for mactess that there be so disceetimaity bet-

I~o Wrewac~dth and 4eve .pmt activities; and the Impementat ion
PLO must *nos this.

S. 'lb. avaiisability of resources Is obviously a highly signIfIcant

Ifactor. Ti. mature of the program Is mach that :if proseuted, at

* I as t1-tfro Iwov! substantial progress towards Its objectives should

be v*O-e tn ,bmat five years. It say be possible to aborten this

slak.'iti:F A,; it i.s certainly possible to extend it. la opting

Ito 10datet the time period cast ion mant be exercised to avoid a

diflZe.iii of effort on too many projects.

6. A. ;p;.4Diaae...ion plaa mst Provide for:

*Ia. maxacenaflce of the Impetus of the program as a whole and

of each element within it;

b. rhoaeift 01 cotnutaf.ehicllgi houhu

c. flexibility to exploit success and/or to curtail effort

Iin areas where suc.cess seoma unlikely.

B PUlOt IfES

K7.* On the assumption that the program Is to-b e Implemented as proposed

3 the following oiders of priority are suggested:

0.4731

"0-.
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Priotity I - to be conducted mltaneously

a. Establishecat of data base

b. Project lso I Terrain Classifkatio end Performance

Prediction

c. Project go 9 Test and Evaluation Facilities

d. ZStablIshmsnt of Potential of Industry

3Tri'tv 2 - to be coeducted simultaeously

a. Project 31 3 - Vehicle Morphology

b. Project no 8 - Vehicle Terrain Interface

C. Project N 2 - Development of Coocepc~lebicle ealmation P ..

]PrIor.ty 3 - the remaining projects taken In any convenient order

t hadag due regard for a certain interdepedence w ich exists.

Um. h priorities proposed are based on am optiam five year program.

at: LOY be necessary to chroge them to accosodate certin ongoing

I reseb-h sad development activity or to provide support In a spec-

If Ic field of technology to the NrrV 80 project.

mS

9. At tie outset of the study it was hoped that specific proposals

on a management structure could be made. As the program developed,

however It becamt apparent that it was a relatively large under-

*taking eu~ich %ould requaire the co-operation of a simber of OD

agencies whose relationships vith and responsiveness to the OP

were not .imediately -apparent. It Is proposed therefore to suggest

...17 4.:-;-
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eriteria which should be applied Ia fomltias the muanemet

plam without being specific as to the mature of the plaa Itself.

10. the imint pi met meet the co"d iome set out for the

Implemetation. plea in para 6 above. Thie requires that:

a a. the progya be funded at an adequate level over an in.:ial

five Year peed,-

b. the hiearchal asseme t review progres, f inga and

5 remeurce alocatiom at frequM Intervals Od Mure that

a adeqnate level of effort is being mintained,

I arrangmnts be emde foe a costiinIC7 of techaial logic p

ever a Initial Simtams partd of five years,

I d. provision be ends for contimous review of activities at the

3 level at Which tecm.ical direction is applied to ensure _

ehoses necessary to maintain direction and momentum are

11. Tbs proposals in c and d above introduce the notion of a project

techatraL director applying substantial epertise to the project

over a period of some five years. It In ackanledged that this is iS

I a d~zftzalt goal to achieve. It is lmportant to the smccess of the

project however that the principle be accepted and some substantial

effort be ade to achieve at least an approximation to this require-

I ... S-
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- ' a CONUISION

1. The study Is based on the premise that It Is necessary for the

ICanedian forces to achieve a high level of tactical mobility In the

3 region extending sorthiards from about two bandrad mLes South of

the treslime to the lUnits of Caned ian sovereignty. The area embraces

3 some of the mst difficult terrain in the world which coupled with

extrese Seasonal variations creates an ovirooment, which Is unique

to Canad.

oI

2. W~hile It is rossible to acquire som equipment based on earlier

3 Canadian development from sources outside Canada and significant

advance In technology for vehicles to be employed in the unique

Canad ian environment mst com from within Canada.

I =*

3. T the outset It t necessary to Identify the equipment require-

* I ML*Ss ilf Precise measurable terms so that Concepts may be evaluated

Sand compared In terms of vehicle performance in specified terrahin.

%.btlity prediction systems which claim to possess this capability-

I te t aendi n ot b h evalutrd against the. Canadian environment It

seems probable that a simpler system based on analytical comparison

" @1 the performntd of he candidates with a stondard vehicle will

3 be required.

". Developmen of equipment at best Is an expensive time consuming

process. The development of equipment based on ittl.' or no previous

etechnology is likely to be excessively expensive and time consuming

- U

'; Ca~s......................................



thetecnolgy s emeoe to t lad ro urn h

develpmentprogrm To tdeeo observer. Itheeoe tI

*st~cesay to pro duce atcnlgba which eabl ole te state ofar

mIilt tenoog withcla partella oeernc to

S. Tw* o a exenivoeterolgys Inthe staeU of groindknobiltyb

whch t eprssineutse ma teral and da ttoog deIlpmn

libaris ad dtabeankse choctrts t ~ialy ton the twoed

3a rqienterai Ac eratocke obnto of the eInaabakPoucdaotende

d.ta rean aeilwt the (experiencinted evelopment so

prcodsuesm atechnoloy bae fosrvrItsaprettt furtheraciies

.1 ~~~~r 7. se ooeIn ofit intech intedvllot rg shgl

.6 .3 desiralondtepeta of craigadtaeind s or prcssion of this

ancomtie osr aefutre eqIpmnt roas sh aolbe deemnat

prga wil'. reurdt177d n opeeI. h eeomn

prga hc a enpooe ocnrtspiaiya h w
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3 as early Otaga.

U . It Is likealy to take about five yewrs at optl1 rate of activity

3 ato produc. substantial prograss towards the creaties of a tech-

Usaogy base. In Supimmlng the prepgra reat care =mt. be takes

to naiataln the Impetus and directam throughaout this perted.

f
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